Calsequestrin mediates changes in spontaneous calcium release profiles.
Calsequestrin (CSQ) is the primary calcium buffer within the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) of cardiac cells. It has also been identified as a regulator of Ryanodine receptor (RyR) calcium release channels by serving as a SR luminal sensor. When calsequestrin is free and unbound to calcium, it can bind to RyR and desensitize the channel from cytoplasmic calcium activation. In this paper, we study the role of CSQ as a buffer and RyR luminal sensor using a mechanistic model of RyR-CSQ interaction. By using various asymptotic approximations and mean first exit time calculation, we derive a minimal model of a calcium release unit which includes CSQ dependence. Using this model, we then analyze the effect of changing CSQ expression on the calcium release profile and the rate of spontaneous calcium release. We show that because of its buffering capability, increasing CSQ increases the spark duration and size. However, because of luminal sensing effects, increasing CSQ depresses the basal spark rate and increases the critical SR level for calcium release termination. Finally, we show that with increased bulk cytoplasmic calcium concentration, the CRU model exhibits deterministic oscillations.